Through a study of Malaysia, Taming Babel examines how empires and postcolonial nation-states struggle to
govern multilingual and polyglot subjects.

Malaysia - Boon Kheng Cheah - 2002
Focuses on Malaysia's four Prime Ministers as nation-builders, observing that each one of them when he became
Prime Minister was transformed from being the head of the Malay party, UMNO, to that of the leader of a multiethnic
nation. Each began his political career as an exclusivist Malay nationalist but became an exclusivistic.
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Making Heritage in Malaysia - Sharmari Patricia Gabriel - 2020-02-26
This book offers a scholarly perspective on heritage as a discourse, concept and lived experience in Malaysia. It
argues that heritage is not a received narrative but a construct in the making. Starting with alternative ways of
"museumising" heritage, the book then addresses a broad range of issues involving multicultural and folklore
heritage, the small town, nostalgia and the environment, and transnationalism and cosmopolitanism. In so doing it
delivers an intervention in received ways of talking about and "doing" heritage in academic as well as state and
public discourse in Malaysia, which are largely dominated by perspectives that do not sufficiently engage with the
cultural complexities and sociopolitical implications of heritage. The book also critically explores the politics and
dynamics of heritage production in Malaysia to contest "Malaysian heritage" as a stable narrative, exploring both
its cogency and contingency, and builds on a deep engagement with a non-western society in the service of
"provincialising" critical heritage studies, with the broader goal of contributing to Malaysian studies.
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Done Making Do - Ooi Kee Beng - 2013

The past five years have held tremendous significance for the process of nation building in Malaysia. Civil society and voters, especially in urban areas, are making new and strong demands on the government, in fact on governance per se; the opposition parties that managed to pull off successful electoral upsets in 2008 have formed a viable coalition to challenge the long-term federal government; and the federal government itself has been trying to adopt a reformist image without alienating its numerous conservative supporters. Although the government's slogan of 1Malaysia was meant to signify national unity, it lacked credibility because many of the systemic deficiencies of sustained one party - 1Party - rule still remained. This collection of articles studies various aspects of change now pushed into the foreground for discussion.
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Peasants in the Making - Diana Wong - 1987

This study of the so-called Green Revolution in the rice bowl region of Malaysia aims to provide an interpretation of recent changes in the Malaysian agrarian structure, and to make an analytical and theoretical contribution to the long-standing intellectual debate on the agrarian question. By joining the micro-world of household social structure and economy to the macro-world of changes in production relations, it traces out a specific trajectory of agrarian development in Malaysia.
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A History of Malaysia - Barbara Watson Andaya - 2001-01-01

Malaysia's multicultural society supports one of the most dynamic economies in Asia. This completely revised new edition of the standard text, first published twenty years ago, traces the history of the country from early times to the present day. The authors give particular attention to the evolution of Malay polities and their close links with indigenous groups who lived on the oceans and in the deep jungles of the region, from Sumatra to Borneo. This provides the background to the establishment of the Malay port of Melaka, which was conquered by the Portuguese in 1511, foreshadowing the establishment of a British colonial regime in the late nineteenth century. Although the large numbers of Chinese and Indian migrants who arrived to work in the tin and rubber industries contributed to economic expansion, colonial policies did not encourage communal interaction. The authors trace the process by which post-independence leaders in Malaya attempted to counter the legacy of ethnic hostility while answering Malay demands for an affirmation of their rights and a stronger commitment to Islam. The process by which post-independence leaders in Malaya attempted to counter the legacy of ethnic hostility while answering Malay demands for an affirmation of their rights and a stronger commitment to Islam. The authors trace the process by which post-independence leaders in Malaya attempted to counter the legacy of ethnic hostility while answering Malay demands for an affirmation of their rights and a stronger commitment to Islam.

Creating “Greater Malaysia” - Tai Yong Tan - 2008

Malaysia came into existence on 9/16/63 as a federation of Malaya, Singapore, Sabah (North Borneo), and Sarawak; in 1965 Singapore withdrew from the federation. Offers an in-depth and detailed analysis of the political processes that led to formation of the Federation of Malaysia in 1963. It argues that the Malaysia that came into being following the amalgamation of Malaya, Singapore, Sarawak and North Borneo was a political creation whose only rationale was that it served a convergence of political and economic expediency for the departing colonial power, the Malay leadership and the ruling party of self-governing Singapore. ‘Greater Malaya’ was thus an artificial political entity, the outcome of a concatenation of interests and motives of a number of political actors in London and Southeast Asia from the 1950s to the early 1960s. This led to a number of unresolved compromises between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur and did not obviate the possibility of future difficulties, and the seeds of dissension sown by the disagreements between the two governments were to sprout into major crises during Singapore’s brief history in the Federation of Malaysia.
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Floating on a Malayann Breeze - Sudhir Thomas Vadaketh - 2012-09-01

What happens after a country splits apart? Forty-seven years ago Singapore separated from Malaysia. Since then,
traditions. These articles and interviews document the legacy of dances from the Malay Sultanates to a Muslims—the bumiputera, or sons of the soil. Singapore, meanwhile, has tried to build a meritocracy—ostensibly colour-blind, yet more encouraging perhaps to some Singaporeans than to others. How have these policies affected ordinary people? How do these two divergent nations now see each other and the world around them? Seeking answers to these questions, two Singaporeans set off to cycle around Peninsular Malaysia, armed with a tent, two pairs of clothes and a daily budget of three US dollars each. They spent 30 days on the road, cycling through every Malaysian state, and chatting with hundreds of Malaysians. Not satisfied, they then went on to interview many more people in Malaysia and Singapore. What they found are two countries that have developed economically but are still struggling to find their souls.

Floating on a Malayan Breeze - Sudhir Thomas Vadaketh - 2012-09-01 What happens after a country splits apart? Forty-seven years ago Singapore separated from Malaysia. Since then, the two countries have developed along their own paths. Malaysia has given preference to the majority Malay Muslims—the bumiputera, or sons of the soil. Singapore, meanwhile, has tried to build a meritocracy—ostensibly colour-blind, yet more encouraging perhaps to some Singaporeans than to others. How have these policies affected ordinary people? How do these two divergent nations now see each other and the world around them? Seeking answers to these questions, two Singaporeans set off to cycle around Peninsular Malaysia, armed with a tent, two pairs of clothes and a daily budget of three US dollars each. They spent 30 days on the road, cycling through every Malaysian state, and chatting with hundreds of Malaysians. Not satisfied, they then went on to interview many more people in Malaysia and Singapore. What they found are two countries that have developed economically but are still struggling to find their souls.

Making Majorities - Dru C. Gladney - 1998
Majorities are made, not born. This book argues that there are no pure majorities in the Asia-Pacific region, broadly defined, nor in the West, and challenges the thesis that civilizations are composed of more or less homogeneous cultures. The 14 contributors argue that emphasis on minority/majority rights is based on uncritically accepted views of purity, numerical superiority, and social consensus.

A Short History of Malaysia - Virginia Matheson Hooker - 2003
From the origins of its aboriginal peoples, through the years of Western domination to the forceful culture politics of Dr Mahathir, this is a lively and very informative account of Malaysia's past and the major trends in its contemporary political life a
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Religion and Nationalism in Southeast Asia - Joseph Liow - 2016-08-25
Examines the ways in which religion and nationalism have interacted to provide a powerful impetus for mobilization in Southeast Asia.
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Sharing Identities - Mohd Anis Md Nor - 2020-11-30
This anthology celebrates dancing diversities in Malaysia, a multicultural nation with old and not-so-old dance traditions in a synchronicity of history, creativity, inventions and representation of its people, culture and contemporary remix of old and new dances aspired by a mélange of influences from the old world of India, China, European and indigenous dance traditions. This gives forth dance cultures that vibrate with multicultural dance experiences. Narratives of eclecticism, syncratic and innovative dance forms and styles reflect the processes of inventing and sharing of dance identities from the era of the colonial Malay states to post-independence Malaysia.
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Where Did I Come From? - Peter Mayle - 1973
Describes the reproductive process from intercourse to birth.
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Deals, Datus and Dayaks - Michael Leigh - 2018
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Cyberpunk as you've never seen it before... Science fiction is all about outrageous ideas. Nice Malay girls breaking the rules. Censorship. Brain drain. Moral policing. Migrant exploitation. All the stuff of fiction, obviously. But these 14 short stories take it one step further. The nice Malay girls are cyborgs. The spambots are people. The brains have drained into cyberspace, and the censorship is inside your head. Welcome to Cyberpunk: Malaysia. (Contents in this ebook are exactly the same as the print version, just with a different cover.) Line-Up: Underneath Her Tudung / Angeline Woon Codes / Anna Tan Personal / Sharmilla Ganesan Attack of The Spambots

Cyberpunk as you've never seen it before... Science fiction is all about outrageous ideas. Nice Malay girls breaking the rules. Censorship. Brain drain. Moral policing. Migrant exploitation. All the stuff of fiction, obviously. But these 14 short stories take it one step further. The nice Malay girls are cyborgs. The spambots are people. The brains have drained into cyberspace, and the censorship is inside your head. Welcome to Cyberpunk: Malaysia. (Contents in this ebook are exactly the same as the print version, just with a different cover.) Line-Up: Underneath Her Tudung / Angeline Woon Codes / Anna Tan Personal / Sharmilla Ganesan Attack of The Spambots / Terence Toh ONE HUNDRED YEARS: Machine / Rafil Elyas What the Andromaid Reads at Night / Ted Mahsun KAKAK / William Tham Wai Liang The Wall That Wasn’t a Wall / Krs Williamson The Twins / Adilwija Islander October 11 / Chin Ai-May Undercover in Tanah Firdaus / Tina Issacs Unusual Suspects / Tarig Kamal The White Mask / Zedeck Siew Extracts from DMZINE #13 (January 2113) / Foo Sek Han (Buku Fiki) (Fiki Novo)
Malaysia’s New Ethnoscapes and Ways of Belonging - Gaik Cheng Kho - 2017-10-02

This book provides a picture of a globalized Malaysia where its conventionally-conceived multi-ethnic composition of Malays, Chinese, Indians and Others rub shoulders with or interact more intimately on a daily basis with transnational ethnoscapes of migrant workers, asylum seekers, international students, and foreign spouses. It asks how, as Malaysians become wedded to their citizenship, they extend the same awareness of rights and claims to non-citizens such as African international students, the Indonesian maids who look after their children, and the Chinese and stateless Rohingya who populate the landscapes as refugees and undocumented workers. What are the possibilities of forming cosmopolitan solidarities with non-Malaysians? And what are the newcomers’ strategies for place-making and belonging? And to bring the discussions of citizenship in Malaysia into relief, it is also asked how Malaysians abroad seek to enact and make meaningful their Malaysian citizenship. A diversity of experiences shapes the narratives in the chapters: of racialization, rejection, boundary-making and exclusivity, resilience and adaptation. This book was published as a special issue of Citizenship Studies.
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The Weight of Our Sky - Hanna Alkaf - 2021-04-27

A music loving teen with OCD does everything she can to find her way back to her mother during the historic race riots in 1969 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in this heart-pounding, “stunning” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) debut. Melati Ahmad looks like your typical movie-going, Beatles-obsessed sixteen-year-old. Unlike most other sixteen-year-olds though, Mel also believes that she harbors a djinn inside her, one who threatens her with horrific images of her mother’s death unless she adheres to an elaborate ritual of counting and tapping to keep him satisfied. A trip to the movies after school turns into a nightmare when the city erupts into violent race riots between the Chinese and the Malay. When gangsters come into the theater and hold movie-goers hostage, Mel, a Malay, is saved by a Chinese woman, but has to leave her best friend behind to die. On their journey through town, Mel sees for herself the devastation caused by the riots. In her village, a neighbor tells her that her mother, a nurse, was called in to help with the many bodies piling up at the hospital. Mel must survive on her own, with the help of a few kind strangers, until she finds her mother. But the djinn in her mind threatens her ability to cope.
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This book presents a brief people’s history of Malaysia (formerly Malaya). Its approach is different from that which is often regarded as Official History because it focuses upon the process of making history from below, through the contribution of everyday people to the history of Malaya and Malaysia, and is written in a popular and not academic style. In focusing on the contribution of the people to the making of history A People’s History of Malaysia chronicles the development of nationalism and the rise of mass-based politics and people’s independence movements alongside movements related to workers, women, students and indigenous peoples in the formation of a Malaysian nation state.
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Growing up Female in Multi-Ethnic Malaysia - Cynthia Joseph - 2014-08-21

This book provides a rich, detailed analysis of the experiences of young women growing up in post-colonial, rapidly modernizing Malaysia. It considers the impact of ethnicity, socio-economic status, and school experiences and achievement. It discusses the effects of Malaysia’s ethnic affirmative action programmes and of the country’s Islamisation. It sets out and compares the life trajectories of Malay, Indian and Chinese women, making use of interview and questionnaire data gathered over a long period. It thereby depicts individuals’ transformations as they experience maturing into adulthood against a background of social and economic changes, and varying levels of inter-racial tension.
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Malaysia’s Foreign Policy - Jayaratnam Saravanamuttu - 2010

This book captures Malaysia’s foreign policy over the first fifty years and beyond since the date of the country’s formal independence in 1957. The author provides “macro-historical” narratives of foreign policy decisions and outcomes over distinct time periods under the tenures of the five prime ministers. One chapter delves into relations with immediate neighbouring states and another chapter analyses the political economy of foreign policy. A postscript deals with the transition of foreign policy beyond the fifth decade. The concluding chapter suggests that Malaysian middlepowermanship has been in the making in foreign policy practice being particularly evident since the Mahathir years. Employing a critical-constructivist approach throughout the study, the author posits that foreign policy should be appreciated as outcomes of socio-political-economic processes embedded within a Malaysian political culture. In terms of broad policy orientations, Malaysian foreign policy over five decades has navigated over the terrains of neutralism, regionalism, globalization and Islamism. However, the critical engagement of civil society in foreign policy construction remains a formidable challenge.
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policy. A postscript deals with the transition of foreign policy beyond the fifth decade. The concluding chapter
suggests that Malaysian middlepowermanship has been in the making in foreign policy practice being particularly
evident since the Mahathir years. Employing a critical-constructivist approach throughout the study, the author
posits that foreign policy should be appreciated as outcomes of socio-political-economic processes embedded
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The Making of Malaysia Inc - Ranjit Gill - 1985

Building Cultural Nationalism in Malaysia - Timothy P. Daniels - 2005
This text contains an examination of processes of cultural citizenship in peninsular Malaysia. In particular, it
focuses upon the diverse residents of the southwestern state of Melaka and their negotiations of belonging and
incorporation in Malaysian society. Following political independence and the formation of the Federation of
Malaysia in 1957 Malaysian citizenship was extended to most members of these diverse social identities. In this
post-colonial context, Timothy P. Daniels examines how public celebrations and representations, religious
festivals, and patterns of social relations are connected to processes of inclusion and exclusion.
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The Making of Modern Malaysia and Singapore - N. J. Ryan - 1978

The Making of a Gay Muslim - Shanon Shah - 2017-10-17
This book highlights the lived experiences of gay Muslims in Malaysia, where Islam is the majority and official
religion, and in Britain, where Muslims form a religious minority. By exploring how they negotiate their religious
and sexual identities, Shah challenges the notion that Islam is inherently homophobic and that there is an
unbridgeable divide between ‘Islam’ and the ‘West’. Shah also gained access to gay Muslim networks and individuals
for his in-depth research in both countries, and the book investigates the different ways that they respond to everyday anti-homosexual or anti-Muslim sentiments. Amid the many challenges they confront, the gay Muslims whom Shah encountered find innovative and meaningful ways to integrate Islam and gay identity into their lives. The Making of a Gay Muslim will appeal to students and scholars with an interest in contemporary Islam, religion, gender and sexuality.
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religion, and in Britain, where Muslims form a religious minority. By exploring how they negotiate their religious
and sexual identities, Shah challenges the notion that Islam is inherently homophobic and that there is an
unbridgeable divide between ‘Islam’ and the ‘West’. Shah also gained access to gay Muslim networks and individuals
for his in-depth research in both countries, and the book investigates the different ways that they respond to everyday anti-homosexual or anti-Muslim sentiments. Amid the many challenges they confront, the gay Muslims whom Shah encountered find innovative and meaningful ways to integrate Islam and gay identity into their lives. The Making of a Gay Muslim will appeal to students and scholars with an interest in contemporary

Southeast Asian Affairs 2019 - Daljit Singh - 2019-04-10
“Southeast Asian Affairs, first published in 1974, continues today to be required reading for not only scholars but
the general public interested in in-depth analysis of critical cultural, economic and political issues in Southeast
Asia. In this annual review of the region, renowned academics provide comprehensive and stimulating
commentary that furthers understanding of not only the region’s dynamism but also of its tensions and conflicts.
It is a must read.” – Suchit Bunbongkarn, Emeritus Professor, Chulalongkorn University
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National Identity, Language and Education in Malaysia - Noriyuki Segawa - 2019-03-18
This book explores the ways in which language and education policies have contributed to the development of
national integration in Malaysia, by examining whether and how policies have succeeded in forming a middle
ground. Considered through the lenses of policy-making structure and achievement, this volume examines the
relationships between the formation of a middle ground in language and education policies and the political
structure, economic growth strategies and social system. It then goes on to explore the extent to which these
policies have contributed to national integration whilst providing a valuable discussion on the complexities
involved in developing a consistent policy framework. Drawing on research surveys of Malay proficiency amongst
ethnic Chinese people, it ultimately demonstrates how the unification of education streams has contributed to the
spread of the Malay language as a major medium of inter-ethnic communication within the Chinese community.
As the most up-to-date study of contemporary Malaysian politics, focusing on the issue of national integration, this
book will appeal to students and scholars of Southeast Asian politics, ethnicity, and education policy.
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The Making of Modern Malaysia’s Educational Policy as a Social Engineering Strategy Designed to Bring about an Ideal Bangsa Malaysia - Po-Chu Ip - 2017-01-27
This dissertation, “The Making of Modern Malaysia’s Educational Policy as a Social Engineering Strategy Designed to Bring About an Ideal Bangsa Malaysia” by Po-chu, Ip, was obtained from The University of Hong Kong (Pokfulam, Hong Kong) and is being sold pursuant to Creative Commons: Attribution 3.0 Hong Kong License. The content of this dissertation has not been altered in any way. We have altered the formatting in order to facilitate the ease of printing and reading of the dissertation. All rights not granted by the above license are retained by the author. DOI: 10.5353/th_b3619479 Subjects: Education and state - Malaysia Education and state - Singapore Social engineering - Malaysia Social engineering - Singapore

Finding Malaysia making Sense of an Eccentric Nation - Zairil Khir Johari - 2016-01-01
Some of the most engaging contemporary writing has seen the transformation of the political column into a literary art form – an important way of taking in the world and thinking deeply about it. In his first collection of essays, Zairil Khir Johari offers quick-witted and focused reflections on some of the most pressing and contentious issues of the day. At the heart of the matter is the bane of Malaysian politics – the ethnic question – from which he explores a range of high-profile issues: identity, secularism, federalism, the economy, good governance and education. After sixty years of nationhood, Zairil finds much that is wrong with Malaysia. Its eccentricities are by no means benign. Yet these essays also offer answers to his own assertion that ‘we need to move beyond this.’ At once both philosophical and practical, Finding Malaysia lays down a marker for any serious debate over the future trajectory of the country. Zairil Khir Johari was elected as the MP for Bukit Bendera, Penang in 2013. A graduate of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, he is currently the Democratic Action Party’s assistant secretary for national publicity and vice-chairman of the party’s Penang state committee. He is also the executive director of the Penang Institute, a public policy think tank. Through his work in Parliament and the Penang Institute, he actively spearheads discussions on issues such as national education, identity politics and federalism.
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SUPERANNO Over centuries, seafarers, spice traders and immigrants from many cultures left their mark on Malaysian cuisine, which today is a truly unique mélange of flavors. These 150 recipes celebrate the best of the Malaysian table—sizzling satays, savory stir-fries, fragrant rice and noodle dishes and aromatic curries. A detailed introduction to Malaysia's history and cuisine, a guide to ingredients and cooking techniques and personal stories from the author bring the flavors of Malaysia alive.

Flavors of Malaysia - Susheela Raghavan - 2010